UPGRADE
YOUR
LISSMAC!
THE DEBURRING BLOCK
QUICK FITTING SYSTEM:
The optimal tool for deburring
machines with power belt.
Consisting of the power belt, the
blue base carrier blocks, which are
screwed to the power belt, and
the QUICK 7050 deburring blocks.
The deburring blocks are provided
with a QUICK fitting system,
which reduces set-up times to a
minimum.

SHORTEST SET-UP TIMES
with the QUICK fitting system.

10% LESS TOOL COSTS
due to longer deburring blocks.

LESS WEAR
as disassembly and assembly on the
power belt is not necessary.

„When changing boeck tools, simply
click the red deburring blocks out of
or into the blue base carrier blocks.
This new type of quick fitting system
reduces set-up times at Blokland by up
to 80 percent!“
René Kruidhof, Plant Manager at Blokland
Metalbewerking B.V.

(From left to right: Marc Böck, Cor Schoonbeek und René Kruidhof)
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BOECK – Your tool for deburring sheet metal!

DEBURRING BLOCKS
STANDARD
The deburring blocks standard are suitable for light
to medium edge rounding.

+49 (0) 8221 96 43 700

DEBURRING BLOCKS
HERO
HERO products achieve the strongest edge rounding in
shortest time or with highest feeding speeds.

STANDARD - The classic for removing
light primary and secondary burrs and
for edge rounding of sheet metal.

HERO - Highest abrasive density
combined with extreme flexibility of
the abrasive.

QUICK FITTING SYSTEM
Quickest possible tool change due to
the QUICK fitting system.

QUICK FITTING SYSTEM
Quickest possible tool change due to
the QUICK fitting system.

5X

GREEN EDITION
Soft abrasive material adapts very well to
the contours and applies light pressure on
the surface.

BLUE EDITION
High stock removal rate due to the abrasive
cloth with zirconia alumina.

GREY EDITION
High cutting ability and fine grinding
pattern due to the silicon carbide abrasive.

BROWN EDITION
Can be used for any sheet metal.

5-TIMES MORE ACTIVE ABRASIVE CLOTH
Through abrasive cloth cut and staggered
in finger structure.

BLUE EDITION
High stock removal rate due to the abrasive
cloth with zirconia alumina.

BROWN EDITION
Can be used for any sheet metal.

GREY EDITION
High cutting ability and a fine grinding pattern
due to the silicon carbide abrasive.

PURPLE EDITION
High stock removal rate due to the abrasive
cloth with ceramic grain.

CUBITRON™ II EDITION
Highest stock removal rate due to the
precision-shaped ceramic grain.

You want to see how it works?
Scan the QR code and watch the application video.

We have abrasive belts for Lissmac machines in stock!
For LISSMAC SBM-L 2000 width: 70 mm, length: 5123 mm
For LISSMAC SBM-L 1500 width: 70 mm, length: 4123 mm
For LISSMAC SBM-L 1000 width: 70 mm, length: 3123 mm
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YOUR TOOL FOR
DEBURRING SHEET METAL!
Deslagging | Pre-grinding | Deburring &
Edge-rounding | Oxide removal | Finish-grinding
www.boeck-technology.de
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